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Panel 1: The scene is at an adult video store somewhere in Michigan. It is snowing outside
and part of the neon "XXX Movies and Films" is partially covered in snow.

Panel 2: Inside the store near the front door is a coat rack with a couple coats belonging to
the employees who are not shown in this panel. Nobody is shown in the panel but just
the coat rack and store. All the videos in the store are organized by date published.

Panel 3: Without showing the protagonist's face. The protagonist is seen stocking the videos
in another part of the store. The protagonist is between a row of shelves of videos.
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Panel 1: The protagonist's coworker, an obese black girl named Tammy is at the register eating 
some potato chips
as she waits for the next customer.

Panel 2: The front door of the store chimes as it opens and the door chime is shaken.
View focuses on the door chime and doesn't show who entered the store.

SFX (door chime) Ding a ling ding

Panel 3: Tammy pauses eating the potato chips to see who entered the store

Panel 4: Tammy has a perplexed expression. She looks like she's thinking "who is this weirdo?"

Panel 5: Profile view of the customer's red leather boots and bottom of his trench coat as
he walks across the wooden floor of the store.
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Panel 1: Faraway profile view of the protagonist putting away the movies on the shelf. 
The protagonist's arm and hand and the movie he is holding and about to put in the shelf
blocks the view of his face.

Panel 2: From the same view, the trench coat and red leather boot of the customer appear
and are now blocking the view of the protagonist

Panel 3: From the opposite side, the protagonist is now facing towards the customer but
away from the reader. The customer is too far away for the reader to get a good look
at his face but he wears a trench coat, red leather boots and a fedora.

Customer Do you got any films with Janet Katawaski?

Panel 4: Same view but now the protagonist points past the customer who turns around
to go in the direction the protagonist is pointing. The customer's trench coats swings around
as he turns.

Protagonist That way. 

Customer Thanks
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Panel 1:  Tammy is bored

Panel 2: Tammy is surprised when she hears a loud thud

Tammy !

Panel 3: The customer had knocked down one of the shelves and all the movies.
The customer just stands there.

Panel 4: Tammy is angry as the customer walks past her

Tammy The hell is wrong...

Panel 5: The customer gives her a icy cold glare. The customer has an obvious glass eye.

Panel 6: Tammy is both frightened and angry

Tammy !...

Panel 7: The customer walks out of the store

Customer Sorry.
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Panel 1: Tammy is about to yell at the customer again

Tammy Hey!!

Panel 2: Tammy looks back as the protagonist grabs her shoulder from behind.
The protagonist's face is still not seen.

Protagonist Don't.

Tammy Huh?

Panel 3: The protagonist crouches down to pick up the mess

Protagonist Let's  not make things worse

Tammy But he was...

Panel 4:  The protagonist is looking down at something on the ground

Protagonist No way.

Tammy Hey don't cut me off, jack ass!
...Wait is that....HOLY SHIT!!

Panel 5: On the ground is a few large wads of cash in hundred dollar bills.


